
A Visual Information-Retrieval NavigatorShalini Sewraz and Stefan M R�ugerDepartment of Computing, Imperial CollegeLondon SW7 2BZ, EnglandAbstratWe present a visualisation front-end that aids navigation through the set of douments returned bya searh engine (hit douments). Our method is based on a lustering of the hit-doument set. We haveoverome the urse of dimensionality by representing eah hit doument with a small vetor that is ahistogram of related terms suh as \software", \UNIX", \IBM", \users" for the query \omputer". Weompute these related terms dynamially from the subset of hit douments. The obtained lusters basedon this representation have proven to be meaningful. We make use of the lustering to visually groupthe douments returned from the searh and label the groups with their respetive related words. Thenavigator an browse luster information as well as drill up or down in one or more lusters and re�ningthe searh using one or more of the suggested related keywords. Our prototype is designed for novie,typial and expert users so they an take advantage of whihever searh method they are omfortablewith.IntrodutionAlthough the omputer is a powerful tool for searhing, most onventional searh engines are plagued by lowpreision returning thousands of hit douments as their output. A ommon problem with this is that usershave to wade through muh non-relevant material before �nding relevant douments.Searh results ould be improved by query re�nement whih means augmenting the query with additionalsearh terms after the initial searh. This is in fat another interesting and well-known reent advane ofAltaVista, alled Live Topis. This feature is useful in narrowing down a searh; however, the way it ispresented in AltaVista the searh result is still shown as a long list of pages to browse through. In ouropinion, the strategy should be to shift the user's mental load from these slower thought-intensive proessessuh as reading to faster pereptual proesses suh as pattern reognition in a visual display. The pagemetaphor, though simple, is too restritive: with large volumes of data displayed on multiple pages we �ndourselves searhing all over again!Furthermore, in onventional searh engines inluding AltaVista's Live Topis the douments are ulti-mately ranked with the aim to order them aording to relevane to the user. This appears to be overlyambitious as even advaned ranking algorithms annot know whether the user prefers douments about\hardware" or \software" when the query simply was \omputer". We suggest displaying lusters of dou-ments. Cluster Analysis itself is a tehnique whih assigns items to automatially reated groups based on aalulation of the degree of assoiation between items and groups. In information retrieval luster analysishas been used to reate groups of douments, based on the terms they ontain, with the aim of improvingthe eÆieny and e�etiveness of retrieval [13℄. Indeed, the Cluster Hypothesis of Information Retrievalstates that \losely assoiated douments tend to be relevant to the same request" [18℄ implying that ifone doument is relevant to a query then it is rational to inlude other similar douments. Suh doumentlustering would thus be useful for separating relevant and non-relevant douments.Post-retrieval doument lustering has been well studied in the reent years, see eg [7, 1, 12, 21℄, andmany methods of information visualisation have been desribed, see eg [10, 5, 17, 8, 2, 3℄. We have on-tributed and evaluated a new feature redution method for post-retrieval lustering and a orresponding



visual navigator. Our proess of omputing related words for a partiular query, the representation of dou-ments as small histogram vetors of related words and the orresponding lustering of douments has beendesribed elsewhere [22, 14℄ and is summarised in subsetions 2.1 to 2.3. Subsequently we will onentrateon the design and the implementation of our information-retrieval navigator.1 Funtional RequirementsThe user has to exeute at least two types of ativities: The �rst is related to the navigation task during thesearh by moving and exploring information. The seond ategory of ativities is related to the informationtask that has to be exeuted during the searh. This inludes lustering of douments, whih will hopefullyplae similarly relevant douments in a single luster providing an overview of the retrieved doument setand helping the user loate interesting douments more easily. It also inludes judging if it makes sense toontinue the searh in a partiular diretion. Thus some method to inspet information items in more detailis also required.Moreover, as users query and browse, more is learnt about the problem and potential solutions, therebyausing a re�nement of the oneptualisation of the problem. Thus the problem of �nding relevant infor-mation evolves and is re�ned through the proess of seeing results of intermediate 'queries', with browsingitself helping to failitate the iterative and ill-de�ned nature of information seeking [9℄.Finally, guidelines for the design of suh systems must not only address issues of look and feel but alsoof e�etive interation relevane. For instane feedbak and query reformulation expliitly address the ill-de�ned nature of information seeking by allowing users to learn from the repository and iteratively re�nethe information need.Thus the system should also support a number of interation styles suh as browsing and queryingto aommodate the di�erent kinds of searh strategies users may need to use. Hene, in summary, thefuntional spei�ations are:� run-time interative (dynami map)� enable browsing� easy and simple navigation� minimise reading by providing a visual representation of data objets� avoid high dimensional spae� provide a ommon look and feel for all textual and graphial representations� re�ned searh� provide two levels of explanations - a quik summary and further details� drill down to next level versus whole piture� simple - no speial knowledge required2 System Spei�ationsWe implemented a system as shown in Figure 1.2.1 Query Results and Related WordsIn the vetor model douments are represented as histogram vetors of their words. A doument olletionan ontain millions of di�erent words. Even after removing the funtion words of the language (\the",\with" et) and even if only nouns are kept that appear in not too many douments (otherwise they arenot informative) and in not too few douments (otherwise they seem too speialised), the voabulary of aolletion an easily be in the 100,000s; we all these words the potentially interesting words.Even a subset H of douments that is returned by a searh engine upon an initial query an easily ontain10,000s of potentially interesting words. A doument representation in this subset H would be of the same
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the implemented systemdimensionality. The problem with this kind of vetor is that any two randomly piked vetors in a high-dimensional hyperube tend to have a onstant distane from eah other, no matter what the measure is! Asan example, let x; y 2 [0; 1℄n be drawn independently from a uniform distribution. The expetation value oftheir sum-norm distane is n=3 with a variane of n=18. For n = 1; 800 (orresponding to a joint voabularyof just 1,800 words for a word histogram representation) this means a typial distane of jx�yj1 = 600�10.With inreasing n the ratio between standard deviation and vetor size gets ever smaller, as it sales with1=pn. Although word histogram doument representations are by no means random vetors, eah additionaldimension tends to not only spread the size of a luster but also dilute the distane of two previously well-separated lusters. Hene, it seems prohibitive to involve all semanti features (eg the words) of a doumentolletion for doument lustering.Doument lustering has attrated muh interest in the reent deades, eg [15, 6, 19, 13℄, and muh isknown about the importane of feature redution in general, eg [11℄ and lustering in partiular [18℄, butlittle has been done so far to failitate feature redution for doument lustering of query results.We suggest ranking the importane of eah suh word j with a weightwj = hjdj � hj log(jH j=hj);where hj is the number of douments in H ontaining the word j, and dj is the number of doumentsin the whole doument olletion D ontaining j. The seond fator prefers medium mathed-doumentfrequeny hj , while the �rst fator prefers words that spei�ally our in the mathed douments. Thehighest-ranked words are meant to be related to the query. Indeed, we have \software", \IBM", \UNIX" etas the top-ranked words when querying for \omputer". This seems to be a powerful approah to restritthe features of the mathed douments to the top k ranked words, whih we will all the related words. Oneimportant aspet is that the features are omputed at query time. Hene, when the above query is re�nedto \omputer hardware", a ompletely new set of features would emerge automatially.2.2 Doument Representation and Feature RedutionFor eah mathed doument i we reate a k-dimensional vetor vi, where the j-th omponent vij is a funtionof the number of ourrenes tij of the j-th ranked related word in the doument i:vij = log2(1 + tij) � log(jDj=dj)This is a variation of the tf-idf weight that stresses the term frequeny tij less. We projet the vetor vi ontothe k-dimensional unit sphere obtaining a normalised vetor ui that represents the doument i. We deemthe Eulidean distane between ua and ub a sensible semanti distane between two douments a and b inthe doument subset H returned by a query with respet to the omplete doument olletion D.



u may be viewed as a doument set representation matrix (alled dr matrix in Fig 1) where the row vetorui is a k-dimensional representation of doument i and uij is viewed as the importane of related word jfor doument i. In partiular, uij = 0 if and only if i does not ontain j. The number of features k anbe ontrolled by us and our experiments have shown that k � 10 yields superior lustering results [22, 14℄.Note that even if only the top ten related words are used for the lustering and doument representation,we might still display more related words on the sreen to assist the user in his/her searh.2.3 ClusteringOur system will then use a lustering proess, whih intakes the doument set representation matrix andoutputs lusters of douments. Eah luster ontains a ertain number of doument vetors and is representedby their arithmeti mean, the so-alled entroid vetor. The distane between two entroids represents thesimilarity of the orresponding two lusters. Our lustering algorithm onsists of two phases: in the �rstphase, hierarhial lustering with omplete linkage operates on the best-ranked, say 100-150, douments.This an be done in a fration of one seond CPU time. Hierarhial lustering has the advantage that onean either �x the number of lusters one wants or let the number of lusters be determined by demandinga ertain minimum similarity within a luster. Either way, one lusters within the top-ranked doumentsare identi�ed, their entroids an be omputed and used as a seed for iterative lustering of the remainingdouments. This algorithm onsumes an amount of time linear in the number of douments and in thenumber of lusters. 1,000s of douments an thus be lustered in less than a seond.2.4 Two-Dimensional RepresentationFinally, Sammon mapping [16℄ is used to onvert these high-dimensional entroid vetors into two dimen-sions, while trying to preserve the distane among the lusters. These two-dimensional luster vetors willultimately be mapped onto the interfae, thereby providing a visual landsape for navigation. Clusteringannot be performed in advane on the olletion as a whole, as the features that enode a doument arethe related words whih depend on the query (indeed, lustering should not be performed in advane as thehit douments returned by a query should ultimately determine how these douments are best projeted).3 Interfae OrganisationAs disussed in Setion 1, the design should ater for novie users to begin working with little training butshould still provide expert users with powerful features. We would thus like to ater for all types of usersand searh strategies. Firstly, there is the onventional or novie user making use of a simple searh andresult list. We use a standard-searh-engine interfae-type based on a page metaphor as in AltaVista, Yahoo,Exite et for this purpose.Then there is the user wishing to re�ne the searh by means of suggested related words, espeially inthe ase of a large list of douments retrieved. This ase is dealt with an additional panel displaying relatedwords and allowing the user to hek terms to be inluded in the query (see Figure 3).Finally, there is the user who wishes to explore, disern patterns among douments, browse and �nallyretrieve the relevant douments. This panel is a visual navigator of lusters with the aims of browsing,re�ning the searh and retrieving (see Figure 4). This panel is divided into 3 parts. The right upper paneldisplays the lusters of douments in a two-dimensional spae while the left upper panel displays the relatedwords for eah luster and enables the re�ned searh. Finally the bottom panel shows the resulting list ofdouments. This is further expanded on in the setions below.



4 Cluster VisualisationUpon an initial query in the �rst panel the hit douments are grouped into lusters represented by entroidvetors whih are projeted onto this panel. It is to be noted that bringing higher dimensionality down tolower dimensionality for displaying is a trade-o� between preision and ost. Lower dimensionality meanssomewhat rougher representations of doument relationships but heaper aess and manipulation, the latterof whih is more important here. The attributes and funtionality aompanying these lusters are desribedbelow.� Shape and quantityEah luster is represented by a irle on the sreen. The two-dimensional vetors obtained by theSammon proess were saled down to �t the sreen. To prevent luttering of the sreen it was deidedto set the maximum number of lusters at any level to be a �xed number. Taking into aount thesreen size and the trade-o� between having more spei� lusters and luttering the sreen, it wasdeided to set this number to six. This is by no means a magi number and in future versions thisnumber may well be set by the user within this panel.� DistaneThe distane between any two irles in the panel represents the similarity of their respetive lusters:the nearer the lusters, the more likely the douments ontained therein will be of similar ontextthereby enabling the user to rapidly �nd all similar douments.� SizeIt was also thought that an indiation of the number of douments per luster, in other words the sizeof the luster, would be useful information for the user. For instane, if there are too many doumentsin that partiular luster, instead of wanting to see all the douments, the user ould re�ne the searhwithin this luster thereby minimising the frustration and time taken in �nding the doument. Hene,the size of eah luster is represented by the size of the irle, with a maximum size being �xed forthe biggest luster and the rest being saled aordingly. This is to prevent exeptionally large or tinyirle sizes displayed on the sreen.� ColourFor the time being it was deided to use just one olour, with darker shades being used to identifylusters of greater volume and lighter shades being used to identify lusters with a smaller number ofdouments. As this is a redundant haraterisation, ustom-designed versions of this navigator mayde�ne another meaning for olour.� Tooltip boxIt is not unommon for a session to move aross the spetrum from browsing to searhing. Indeed,eah new piee of information users enounter gives them new ideas and diretions to follow andonsequently a oneption of the query [4℄. For either purpose, it was deemed useful to provide aTooltip box whih ontains additional information about eah luster (suh as top-�ve related words ofthis partiular luster, number of douments) and whih appears when the mouse ursor is positionedover a luster (see Figure 2). Also, operations suh as Selet, Drill up and Drill down an be exeutedfor this partiular luster or seletion of lusters.� Keyword re�nementsAs with the seond searh panel, keyword re�nements are possible within lusters or aross a seletionof lusters.



Figure 2: Capture of the tooltip box� Display douments or a seletion of doumentsWhen browsing through the lusters and identifying an interesting luster, the user will probablywant to see the doument titles and desriptions ontained in that luster. As this should be a quikation, simply liking on a luster will display in the bottom panel a list of the doument titles,desriptions and URLs. Similarly, a user might want to see at the same time the list of doumenttitles and desriptions for more than one luster. As this will be done after some thought and seletionof relevant lusters, this option is in the tooltip box, and upon liking on Display Seletion thisinformation will be displayed in the bottom panel.Table 1 summarises the main features of eah panel.Panel Features PurposeSimple � Text based searh � simple for the novie user� only 15 douments per view � neatness; less tedious to readKeyword � suggests related words � to inform about types of douments� allows re�nement � to narrow down the searh spaeCluster-based � luster display � visualisation for navigation� �xed quantity of lusters � avoid luttering� size and olour � to show volume of data� distane � similarity between lusters� tooltip box � provide summary information� display douments � provide detailed information� ags � enable seletion of interesting lusters� drill down � sifting interesting information� drill up � enables baktrak to higher level� general re�ned searh � narrow down the searh� global/spei� searh � provide di�erent types of searhTable 1: Features of the three panels5 EvaluationWe evaluated the prototype system at two levels. First, we studied and quanti�ed the e�etiveness of thelustering method, ie, the ability to separate relevant douments from irrelevant douments. Then we lookedat the e�etiveness of the visualisation interfae and the subjetive judgement whether users �nd it useful.For level one, we followed the ideas in [22℄ and performed experiments to assess the quality of thelustering proess based on human-expert data. We used the 1997-1998 olletion of the TREC data [20℄with 528,155 douments, mainly US-Amerian newspaper artiles, 100 queries and orresponding relevane



assessments. The results showed a ompelling evidene for the validity of the Clustering Hypothesis forpost-retrieval doument sets [14℄.In order to evaluate the system at the seond level, both heuristi and empirial approahes were followed.The heuristi evaluation was based on the user interfae guidelines and funtional requirements and showedgood results. The empirial approah was based on user feedbak by means of a questionnaire. This onsistedof 3 parts. Firstly, there are a few questions onerning the users' omputer abilities and familiarities withgeneral searh engines. In the seond part, the user is asked to ondut a searh using a onventional searhengine and to answer a series of questions onerning the eÆieny/e�etiveness of the searh, time spent,satisfation and any suggestions. Finally, the user is asked to ondut the query using the Visual InformationRetrieval Navigator and to answer a similar set of questions, inluding whether it assists in narrowing downthe searh. The questionnaire was distributed to a number of users of varying omputing abilities and theirfeedbak analysed.The onventional searh engines were found to be familiar and easy to use. However, it was agreedthat this often led to unsatisfatory results and to having to read through long lists with a lot of irrelevantmaterial. Moreover, the optional boolean searh feature (AND/OR or +/� notation) was not found tobe very popular. Conerning our new system, generally the familiar query input box and push buttonwas appreiated as it gave the user on�dene, espeially novies. These users often preferred the simplepage metaphor, though they found the lustering panel to be visually appealing; also they felt it promptedbrowsing. The latter opinion was held by most users. The lustering panel turned out to be the mostappreiated panel, owing to the drill down/up feature, though the keyword-based searh was found to beuseful in narrowing the searh as well. It was also found, mostly by expert/experiened users, that whilebrowsing the lusters, the formulation of the initial query hanged as di�erent avenues were explored. Somefeatures suh as the ombined use of keyword-within-lusters, was more appreiated after some familiaritywith the system. Suggestions inluded displaying the ontext of eah luster in the tooltip box, labellingthe luster with its main keywords and making more use of the mouse buttons for the more frequent ationssuh as drill up/down.Based on the user feedbak, it is seen that the goal of atering for all levels of expertise was ahieved byenabling new users to ignore the advaned features, while allowing more experiened users to explore theseavenues. Expert users were quik to realise not only the potential of the lustering for a better sifting ofdouments but also the bene�ts of the visualisation in a more e�etive and user-friendly presentation of theinformation.6 ConlusionsWe have built an interative visual information-retrieval navigator that displays hit douments groupedinto lusters. This helps users narrow down their searh by browsing the lusters �rst and then drillingdown the relevant luster. Alternatively, the searh an be re�ned by seleting related words within one ormore lusters. In order to ater for di�erent ategories of users the information-retrieval navigator has twoother text-based panels in addition to above visual luster navigation. These are similar to ordinary searhengines with some added funtionalities suh as related words re�nement. We are onvined that this sort ofinterfae helps the human user to quikly narrow down their searh based on a lazy and oarse initial queryby analysing and ategorising the available douments.Referenes[1℄ R B Allen, P Obry, and M Littman. An interfae for navigating lustered doument sets returned byqueries. In Pro of the ACM Conf on Organizational Computing Systems, pages 166{171, 1993.[2℄ M Ankerst, D Keim, and H Kriegel. Cirle segments: A tehnique for visually exploring large multidi-mensional data sets. In IEEE Visualization '96, 1996.
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Figure 3: Panel for the keyword searh



Figure 4: Panel for lustering-based searh


